Abstract

Most common real-time embedded programming languages provide a means to specify functionality; however, they have few constructs to specify precise timing constraints. LabVIEW is one example of a graphical programming language that supports timing specifications in the form of timed-loops. In this work, we present a plug-in for LabVIEW Embedded that maps the LabVIEW G graphical programming language and its timing specifications to the PREcision Timed machine (PRET), an architecture that exposes timing instructions in its instruction set architecture. We demonstrate the use of the plug-in with a simple producer/consumer example that uses timing to enforce synchronization.

2 Background

2.1 Precision Timed Machine (PRET)

PRET is a real-time embedded processor architecture that has instructions to control timing in its instruction set architecture (ISA). We select the PRET architecture because it implements a subset of the SPARC ISA [12] and has instruction set extensions that provide control over timing. PRET upholds the philosophy of making temporal characteristics as predictable as functionality and is built for straightforward worst-case execution time analysis [3, 6].

PRET has a fine-grained multi-threaded architecture with scratchpad memories and time-triggered access to shared main memory. It provides precise timing control to software via a deadline instruction that allows the programmer to set and access cycle-accurate timers. The deadline instruction sets a deadline register to the specified value if the current value of the register is zero. It then continues to decrement at the main system clock while the program code continues to execute. On another occurrence of a deadline instruction, it blocks the hardware thread whenever the specified deadline register being written to is not yet zero. If the deadline register reaches zero before the corresponding deadline instruction is executed, then we have missed a real-time deadline. A PRET design could take one of several actions. It could ignore the event, in which case the timing guarantee is only a minimum execution time. Or it could raise an exception and execute user-provided code to handle the exception. We assume for now the former. In essence, the deadline instruction amounts to setting a lower-bound timing requirement. We show our proof of concept with a simple resource-sharing example programmed in LabVIEW’s G graphical language, and synthesized to run on the PRET cycle-accurate simulator.

1 Introduction

In real-time embedded systems, the ability to specify timing requirements is just as important as specifying functionality. Most embedded programming languages provide mechanisms for implementing functionality, but very few allow specifying timing requirements. This is in part because languages such as C abstract away the notion of time at the software level. For real-time embedded systems however, the ability to specify timing must be native to the programming language so that both time and function become integral parts of the design. The objective of this work is to take LabVIEW and its notion of timing and map it to a timing-aware embedded processor architecture called the precision timed (PRET) machine [3, 6].

In this work-in-progress, we present a plug-in for LabVIEW Microprocessor SDK [8] which specifies timing requirements at the software level and maps to the PRET architecture. Currently, our plug-in supports a timed-loop construct which ensures that a set of functions meet a lower-bound timing requirement. We show our proof of concept with a simple resource-sharing example programmed in LabVIEW’s G graphical language, and synthesized to run on the PRET cycle-accurate simulator.
gram code. At the moment, the PRET architecture only has a cycle-accurate simulator [6]. This simulator accepts programs written in C with additional deadline instructions. To demonstrate our plug-in, we use this simulator as our target.

Examples of other processors that feature predictable timing are JOP [10], SPEAR [2], KEP [5], and REMIC [9]. JOP makes a case for the use of Java in the development of embedded real-time systems and enables accurate worst-case execution time bounds but provides no means of controlling execution time. SPEAR is designed to meet the timing needs of real-time applications and executes code with small temporal jitter, but it does not allow conditional branches. KEP and REMIC provide precision timing but are limited to the synchronous reactive programming language Esterel [1].

2.2 LabVIEW Microprocessor SDK

LabVIEW Microprocessor SDK is the embedded version of National Instruments’ graphical programming interface in the G programming language. G is an actor-oriented [7] programming language with a structured data-flow model of computation and has a C software synthesis back-end to automatically generate code. Note that LabVIEW is just one of the many possible frameworks. For example, Ptolemy II [11] also uses actor-oriented programming and it has support for C code generation from several of its models of computation. An interesting approach we plan to investigate is using the Giotto [4] programming model in Ptolemy II to target the PRET architecture. A large contributing factor for selecting LabVIEW is its industry-strength C software synthesis back-end.

LabVIEW enables domain experts (e.g. chemists, physicist, and automotive engineers) to program embedded devices with a graphical programming environment. An interesting language feature of LabVIEW is the notion of timed-loops. Timed-loops enable the designer to specify the period at which a set of functions are to be executed. The semantics of timed-loops are: it executes one or more sub diagrams, or frames, sequentially in each iteration of the loop at the specified period. The timed-loop can be used when one wants to develop VIs with multi-rate timing capabilities, precise timing, feedback on loop execution, timing characteristics that change dynamically, or several levels of execution priority. Figure 2 shows a sampling of different options available for timed-loops. The configuration tab allows you to specify the initial controls (i.e. frequency of the timed-loop). The run time status tab provides information on the progress of the loop. The run time configuration tab allows you to modify the initial configuration settings during execution and the final status tab provides information on the last execution of the timed loop.

The C code synthesized by the LabVIEW Microprocessor SDK is combined with target specific operating system APIs to determine the time elapsed and to schedule the thread for execution. Since the timed-loops rely on an operating system, the timing predictability cannot be guaranteed, beyond the jitter characteristic of a given operating system on a given processor (with appropriate external hardware timer support). Today, it is difficult to predict such jitter statically, so the timed-loop provides a dynamic runtime exception mechanism in which the end-user can specify in G what action to take, should the actual period exceed the specified value. It should be noted that there are some targets supported today by LabVIEW, e.g. FPGAs, where the static analysis of the content of a timed-loop can be performed. PRET promises to also bring this flexibility, ease and speed of compilation of a processor with the static analyzability of FPGAs, which makes it particularly interesting.
as a LabVIEW target.

In our plug-in we implement timed-loops with the `deadline` instruction to provide a minimum time deadline for the timed-loop. We currently take no action if the period specified by the timed-loop is exceeded.

3 Automated mapping of LabVIEW Microprocessor SDK to PRET

We created a PRET target whose usage flow is shown in Figure 1. Thus far, we have successfully implemented the flow depicted with solid arrows. The dotted paths are areas that need further exploration.

The PRET target requires that concurrent tasks are specified in one of the six subVIs included in a Virtual Instrument shown in Figure 1. These subVIs use existing actors from G in addition to the timed-loops to specify the intended real-time embedded application. We only allow six subVIs because the PRET core only supports six hardware threads. Virtualization of these threads is also a subject for further study. Using LabVIEW’s C software synthesis back-end, we can generate C code for each of the subVIs. The target then post-processes the generated C files by separating the generated code into six independently running C files and removing operating system code. Then, we replace the timing specification segments of the code with a method invocation that implements the instructions for setting deadlines.

Note that we take a designer’s period specification either in engineering units such as milliseconds or in cycles for the target PRET architecture. Converting engineering units to cycle count is based on the processor speed and the clock base specified in the timed-loop. Each subVI is then mapped to one of the available hardware threads. The flow then compiles the C files with the SPARC GCC tool chain and runs the post-processed program on PRET’s cycle-accurate simulator. The idea with the dotted paths from the simulator and the C programs is to provide feedback to the designer regarding feasibility of the deadlines specified in the G. This is currently not a part of the plug-in and remains a direction to pursue in the future. In essence the PRET target:

- Generates C code using the LabVIEW Code Generator
- Converts the LabVIEW timed loop specifications to the `deadline` instruction
- Maps each of the 6 subVIs to a PRET hardware thread
- Compiles annotated LabVIEW generated code with the SPARC’s GCC tool chain
- Executes the LabVIEW specified program in the PRET simulator

A difficulty with the current approach shown in Figure 1 is the need to post-process the generated C code. Ideally, we want to traverse the LabVIEW internal model database and generate the appropriate C code. We are currently working with National Instruments to get access to the models.

4 Example

We create the simple producer-consumer example from [6] using our plug-in with the timed-loop construct for shared memory synchronization. This is a classical mutual exclusion problem where we must deal with shared resources. PRET does not have an operating system, so synchronization must be done explicitly. The authors in [6] use `deadline` instructions to specify synchronization, so we use that convention in our plug-in. Computing the values for these deadlines is done by taking on the role of a worst-case execution time analyzer. Figure 3 shows this example implemented with three threads: Producer, Consumer and Observer. The producer writes an integer to the shared resource, the consumer reads an integer from the shared resource, and the observer reads an integer and writes it to a memory-mapped peripheral for output. For simplicity in execution time analysis, we do not perform any additional computation on the consumed data.

In the LabVIEW implementation of the application, we have been able to use timed-loops to precisely control the period timing of the Producer, Consumer and Observer. In addition to the period we have implemented a timing offset, i.e. the relative phase delay before the beginning of the timed-loops. In this case, we have specified the timing in clock ticks. Alternatively, we are able to specify the timing in engineering units, e.g. milliseconds. We automatically convert this time specification to the cycle counts required for the deadline instruction.

The PRET architecture ensures that access to shared data is atomic within each of the six hardware threads and as a
result necessitates only an ordering of the accesses [6]. We determine the period and offsets for the producer-consumer example shown in Figure 3 to ensure synchronization. The Observer is the most computationally expensive thread taking 5013 ticks to complete so we set this as the period of each timed loop. The Observer’s computation time is long because it calls the printf function which generates a large number of additional instructions whose execution time must be included in the deadline count. We also want to ensure that the Consumer and Observer read data right after the Producer generates it so we set the offsets of the Observer and Consumer to 7 and 20 respectively. The offsets for the Consumer, Observer, and Producer differ because the setup code for each executes a different number of instructions; thus taking different amounts of execution time.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

To demonstrate the effectiveness of a programming language and direct hardware support for precise timing we will develop more time critical examples such as a VGA example in LabVIEW. We will develop the plug-in so that it works with nested timed-loops and timed sequences. This however, requires processing the specified model through an object reference model instead of post-processing the generated code. In addition, we will also work with other models of computation such as Giotto in the Ptolemy II framework, which specify timing requirements at the software level that can be mapped to the PRET architecture.
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